Changes in oscillometric pulse amplitude envelope with cuff size: implications for blood pressure measurement criteria and cuff size selection.
Oscillometric blood pressures are derived from the amplitude envelope of oscillometric pulses generated in an occlusive cuff during cuff inflation or deflation; one factor which will affect the characteristics of these pulses is the size of the cuff bladder. Because limiting values are stipulated in recommendations and standards for bladder sizes, there is a wide variety of acceptable cuff sizes for any particular application. An experimental and theoretical study was undertaken to show the dependence of oscillometric blood pressures on bladder size. Actual cuff-arm compliance data were obtained from two subjects for two cuffs of different bladder size. Theoretical analysis was then applied to the data to predict the effects of different bladder sizes on the characteristics of the pulses. The results show that cuff-arm compliance and bladder size interact to affect the pulse amplitude and hence oscillometric blood pressure determination. These results suggest that blood pressures obtained using the oscillometric method may vary depending on cuff size, and in particular that replacement cuffs for oscillometric non-invasive blood pressure monitors should be chosen carefully.